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roles time travel plays on screen in science fiction and fantasy. Plot synopses and credits are listed for films
and TV series from England, Canada, the UK and Japan, as well as for TV and films from elsewhere in the
world. Tropes and plot elements are highlighted. The author discusses philosophical questions about time
travel, such as the logic of timelines, causality (what’s to keep time-travelers from jumping back and
correcting every mistake?) and morality (if you correct a mistake, are you still guilty of it?).
Inuyasha Ani-manga 16 - Rumiko Takahashi 2007-12-15
A teenage girl travels back in time to medieval Japan to help the half demon dog, half man Inu Yasha find
an orb of great power.
Inuyasha (VIZBIG Edition), Vol. 18 - Rumiko Takahashi 2020-12-15
Final Volume! Magatsuhi, the embodiment of the evil half of the Shikon Jewel, is on the loose. Then, demon
Naraku begins to absorb the Shikon Jewel and its unfathomable power. All our friends fly into action to
prevent him: Inuyasha, Kagome, Miroku, Sango and Sesshomaru! But Naraku defends himself by dividing
and manipulating his attackers. And Kagome is losing her priestess powers, making her a prime target.
Then Naraku’s true intentions are finally revealed and Kagome is swallowed up by the Meido! Is Kagome,
for the first time, beyond her friends’ reach? And will the final battle over the Shikon Jewel draw Inuyasha
and Kagome together...or pull them apart forever?! -- VIZ Media
Urusei Yatsura, Vol. 7 - Rumiko Takahashi 2020-08-18
The hilarious manga classic featuring beautiful space alien princess Lum! Beautiful space alien princess
Lum invades Earth on her UFO, and unlucky Ataru Moroboshi’s world gets turned upside down! Will Lum
become Earth’s electrifying new leader? Or will Ataru somehow miraculously save Earth from space alien
onslaught? Princess Kurama the crow goblin is bound to marry the man who awakens her with a kiss—but
please, let it be anyone but Ataru! Hoping to replace Ataru with a different suitor, Kurama decides to return
to her enchanted slumber. On a sunny afternoon, her capsule descends toward Earth once more…but will
she land the man she truly wants?
Inu Yasha Profiles - Rumiko Takahashi 2009-06-29
A guide to the manga series and related television programs profiles the characters, provides background
on the mystical jewel at the center of the tale, lists battles, presents a portrait of the author, and offers
other details.
Maison Ikkoku Collector's Edition, Vol. 3 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-03-16
Acclaimed author Rumiko Takahashi’s classic romantic comedy about finding your path in life. Yusaku
Godai didn’t get accepted into college on the first try, so he’s studying to retake the entrance exams. But
living in a dilapidated building full of eccentric and noisy tenants is making it hard for him to achieve his
goals. Now that a beautiful woman has moved in to become the new resident manager, Godai is driven to
distraction! Yusaku Godai is suffering because Maison Ikkoku’s lovely resident manager, Kyoko Otonashi, is
giving him the cold shoulder. He’s been dating Kozue Nanao, and as a starving college student Yusaku
enjoys the free dinner her family provides him twice a week. Yusaku knows he needs to end things with
Kozue if he ever hopes to get back into Kyoko’s good graces...
Inuyasha, Vol. 7 - Rumiko Takahashi 2003-12-24
Follows the adventures of high school student Kagome and the feral half-demon dog-boy Inu-Yasha as they

Mostly Manga: A Genre Guide to Popular Manga, Manhwa, Manhua, and Anime - Elizabeth F.S.
Kalen 2012-01-05
Appropriate for any public library collection, this book provides a comprehensive readers' advisory guide
for Japanese manga and anime, Korean manhwa, and Chinese manhua. • Author, title, subject, and genre
indexes • An appendix featuring the films of Studio Ghibli • Focuses on series that are easy and costeffective for libraries to collect • Demystifies a body of literature unfamiliar to many librarians
Inuyasha 36 - Rumiko Takahashi 2009-01-13
Yoshimmori Sumimura is a "kekkaishi"-- a demon hunter who specializes in creating magical barriers
around his prey--by night, but by day, he is a junior high student with some other demons to battle: an
addiction to sweets and a seriously crotchety grandfather!
Contemporary Fairy-Tale Magic - 2020-01-13
Contemporary Fairy-Tale Magic studies the impact of fairy tales on contemporary cultures from an
interdisciplinary perspective, with special emphasis on how literature and film are retelling classic fairy
tales for modern audiences.
Inuyasha, Vol. 21 - Rumiko Takahashi 2005-04-12
Follows the adventures of high school student Kagome and the feral half-demon dog-boy Inu-Yasha as they
join forces to reclaim the "Jewel of Four Souls" to prevent evil mortals and demons from using its terrifying
powers.
The Art of Inuyasha - Rumiko Takahashi 2005-12-06
Focus On: 100 Most Popular American Male Musical Theatre Actors - Wikipedia contributors
Inuyasha Ani-Manga, Vol. 4 - Rumiko Takahashi 2004-08-10
Inuyasha attempts to protect Kagome against the evil Thunder Brothers, and when Kagome returns to her
own time she discovers that the Shikon jewels are creating havoc in her time as well.
Second Chance at First Life - Sneha Veeragoudar Harrell 2009
Mathematics: A Practical Odyssey - David B. Johnson 2015-01-01
MATHEMATICS: A PRACTICAL ODYSSEY, 8th Edition demonstrates mathematics' usefulness and
relevance to students' daily lives through topics such as calculating interest and understanding voting
systems. Well known for its clear writing and unique variety of topics, the text emphasizes problem-solving
skills, practical applications, and the history of mathematics, and unveils the relevance of mathematics and
its human aspect to students. To offer flexibility in content, the book contains more information than might
be covered in a one-term course. In addition, the chapters are independent of each other, further enabling
instructors to select the ideal topics for their courses. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Now and Then We Time Travel - Fraser A. Sherman 2017-02-06
More than 400 films and 150 television series have featured time travel—stories of rewriting history, lovers
separated by centuries, journeys to the past or the (often dystopian) future. This book examines some of the
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join forces to reclaim the "Jewel of Four Souls" to prevent evil mortals and demons from using its terrifying
powers.
Inuyasha - Rumiko Takahashi 2006-10-17
Inuyasha and comrades are deeply entrenched in the battle of their lives as they fend off the vicious attacks
of the undead assassins known as the Band of Seven. But Inuyasha gains some unlikely comrades in his
fight when his brother Sesshômaru and feral rival Koga get entangled in the skirmish. As the Band of
Seven's numbers dwindle, their attacks become increasingly more desperate and push Inuyasha's new
allies to their limits. All comes to a fiery climax as another of Naraku's malevolent plots is revealed!
Inuyasha - Rumiko Takahashi 2009-09-08
Historical action and romance from one of Japan’s most beloved creators! L to R (Western Style). The Fate
of a Sword Inuyasha must defend himself against the corrupted human Tonshu, who turns out to be
responsible for the creation of the mysterious sword known as Dakki. Tonshu is intent on taking Inuyasha's
sword, the mighty Testsusaiga, and Dakki's unique properties pose a serious threat to Tetsusaiga. If
Inuyasha loses this battle then the Tetsusaiga will be gone for good. Historical Action And Romance From
One of Japan's Most Beloved Creators Kagome is a modern Japanese high school girl. Never the type to
believe in myths and legends, her world view dramatically changes when, one day, she's pulled out of her
own time and into another! There, in Japan's ancient past, Kagome discovers more than a few of those
dusty old legends are true, and that her destiny is linked to one legendary creature in particular--the doglike half-demon called Inuyasha! That same trick of fate also ties them both to the Shikon Jewel, or "Jewel of
Four Souls." But demons beware...the smallest shard of the Shikon Jewel can give the user unimaginable
power.
Inuyasha (VIZBIG Edition), Vol. 1 - Rumiko Takahashi 2020-12-15
After falling into an old well and into ancient Japan, Kagome discovers that her destiny is linked to the doglike half demon called Inuyasha! As Kagome learns more about her connection to the past and to Inuyasha,
she comes into conflict with the terrible demons that are drawn to the Shikon Jewel, including Inuyasha's
own half brother, Sesshomaru. Finding the shards of the Shikon Jewel is going to require powerful magic,
strange allies, and a strong heart. Kagome's got plenty of heart, but she's going to need Inuyasha's help for
the rest of it, and he may not be so willing to lend a hand! -- VIZ Media
The Scum Villain's Self-Saving System: Ren Zha Fanpai Zijiu Xitong (Novel) Vol. 1 - Mo Xiang Tong
Xiu 2021-12-14
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER! The blockbuster danmei/Boys’ Love novels from China that inspired the
animated Scumbag System series streaming in English! This hilarious story of a man reborn as a villain in a
fantasy novel series who ends up romancing the male protagonist is now in English, for the very first time.
Half-demon Luo Binghe rose from humble beginnings and a tortured past to become unrivaled in strength
and beauty. With his dominion over both the Human and Demon Realms and his hundreds-strong harem, he
is truly the most powerful protagonist...in a trashy webnovel series! At least, that's what Shen Yuan believes
as he finishes reading the final chapter in Proud Immortal Demon Way. But when a bout of rage leads to his
sudden death, Shen Yuan is reborn into the world of the novel in the body of Shen Qingqiu--the beautiful
but cruel teacher of a young Luo Binghe. While Shen Qingqiu may have the incredible power of a cultivator,
he is destined to be horrifically punished for crimes against the protagonist. The new Shen Qingqiu now has
only one course of action: get into Luo Binghe's good graces before the young man's rise to power or suffer
the awful fate of a true scum villain! This Chinese fantasy (xianxia) comedy built around the romanticized
love between two men (danmei) has been translated into numerous languages and inspired the animated
series Scumbag System, which amassed millions of streaming views--including the English version on
YouTube through Tencent Video. As the first novel series by Mo Xiang Tong Xiu to spur a global multimedia
franchise, this incredibly fun tale led the way to her future blockbusters in the danmei genre: Grandmaster
of Demonic Cultivation and Heaven Official's Blessing. The Seven Seas English-language edition will
include exclusive, all-new covers and interior illustrations from Xiao Tong Kong (Velinxi) and feature a
translation by Faelicy (faelicy) & Lily (lily_ocho).
InuYasha - Rumiko Takahashi 2004
Follows the adventures of high school student Kagome and the feral half-demon dog-boy Inu-Yasha as they
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join forces to reclaim the "Jewel of Four Souls" to prevent evil mortals and demons from using its terrifying
powers.
Subjectivity in Asian Children’s Literature and Film - John Stephens 2012-11-12
Winner of the Children’s Literature Association Honor Book Award This volume establishes a dialogue
between East and West in children’s literature scholarship. In all cultures, children’s literature shows a
concern to depict identity and individual development, so that character and theme pivot on questions of
agency and the circumstances that frame an individual’s decisions and capacities to make choices and act
upon them. Such issues of selfhood fall under the heading subjectivity. Attention to the representation of
subjectivity in literature enables us to consider how values are formed and changed, how emotions are
cultivated, and how maturation is experienced. Because subjectivities emerge in social contexts, they vary
from place to place. This book brings together essays by scholars from several Asian countries — Japan,
India, Pakistan, Korea, Vietnam, Taiwan, Australia, Thailand, and The Philippines — to address
subjectivities in fiction and film within frameworks that include social change, multiculturalism, postcolonialism, globalization, and glocalization. Few scholars of western children's literature have a ready
understanding of what subjectivity entails in children’s literature and film from Asian countries, especially
where Buddhist or Confucian thought remains influential. This volume will impact scholarship and
pedagogy both within the countries represented and in countries with established traditions in teaching
and research, offering a major contribution to the flow of ideas between different academic and educational
cultures.
Demon Slayer: Kimetsu no Yaiba, Vol. 22 - Koyoharu Gotouge,Ryoji Hirano 2021-06-01
After centuries of preparation and training, the Demon Slayer Corps has come face-to-face with their
nemesis, Muzan Kibutsuji. It is a desperate battle and several Demon Slayers have already been killed.
Tanjiro himself has engaged Muzan, and, despite giving it everything he has, is taken out of the fight!
Although severely injured and near death, he sees a vision of his ancestor that may hold the key to finally
destroying Muzan! Can Tanjiro recover enough strength to fight Muzan to the finish? -- VIZ Media
Okami - Renée Ahdieh 2018-04-24
At the close of Flame in the Mist, to end a bloodbath between the Black Clan and imperial soldiers, Ōkami
allows himself to be taken prisoner by Prince Raiden, Mariko’s betrothed. For someone who doesn’t believe
in heroes, it’s a surprising choice: to trade his life for the lives of his friends and the one he loves. For he
will surely be killed when he arrives in the Imperial City. But he decides if his life is the cost of love, it may
not be too high a price after all.
Urusei Yatsura, Vol. 15 - Rumiko Takahashi 2022-08-23
The hilarious manga classic featuring beautiful space alien princess Lum! Beautiful space alien princess
Lum invades Earth on her UFO, and unlucky Ataru Moroboshi’s world gets turned upside down! Will Lum
become Earth’s electrifying new leader? Or will Ataru somehow miraculously save Earth from space alien
onslaught? Lum is finally going on another date with Ataru! But while she’s waiting for him to show up, an
eccentric young man arrives, claiming that he fell in love with her at first sight. Normally Lum wouldn’t
care, but Ataru is late for their date! Later, Mendo receives a mysterious New Year’s card that says, “I
know your secret.” Mendo doesn’t have any secrets, but that doesn’t stop him from vowing to track down
the culprit! Now he just needs to find a way to analyze the handwriting of every guy at Tomobiki High…
Mao, Vol. 1 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-09-14
Nanoka passes through a portal into the Taisho era, where exorcist Mao reluctantly rescues her from the
jaws of a grotesque yokai. When Nanoka gets back to the present, she discovers she has some new,
incredible abilities. She returns to the past looking for answers, only to get caught up in Mao’s investigation
of a series of gruesome murders. As her questions about herself multiply, Nanoka learns that Mao is cursed
by a cat demon named Byoki—and so is his sword. If anyone but Mao attempts to wield it, they are doomed.
But when Mao’s life is in jeopardy, Nanoka picks up his blade and swings! -- VIZ Media
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Fantasy Anime and Manga - Wikipedia contributors
The Toho Studios Story - Stuart Galbraith, IV 2008-05-16
Since its inception in 1933, Toho Co., Ltd., Japan's most famous movie production company and distributor,
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has produced and/or distributed some of the most notable films ever to come out of Asia, including Seven
Samurai, Godzilla, Ringu, and Spirited Away. The Toho Studios Story provides a complete picture of every
Toho feature the Japanese studio produced and released.
The Art and Craft of Motion Picture Editing - Michael Hoggan 2021-12-23
This book explains the broader context of what the art and craft of motion picture editing entails, framing
the creative acts of editing within an overall view of the production process and requirements for effective
storytelling. This book offers real experiences and advice from seasoned editors on the editing process,
providing a detailed examination of filmmaking from the editor’s point of view and exploring how best to
cultivate creative relationships with other areas of production to form the final personality of the film.
Emphasizing both practicality and creativity, industry veteran Michael Hoggan successfully bridges the gap
between the mechanical skills of editing and the thought process behind these decisions. While most books
focus primarily on the mind of the creator, this book explores the evolution of practices in film production
and editing with respect to the ever-changing expectations of the audience. As the book demonstrates,
understanding editing from the audience’s perspective is essential to any successful film. This book will be
of interest to post-production students, independent filmmakers, film critics, and agents with editing
clients. It is accompanied by a collection of rich digital materials, including a glossary, bibliography, and
more.
Urusei Yatsura, Vol. 9 - Rumiko Takahashi 2021-02-16
Mendo’s secret past is suddenly revealed! Driven by empathy—or perhaps friendship, or maybe just
curiosity—Ataru and the gang journey to Mendo’s childhood to address the roots of his incurable
claustrophobia. Later, the principal is inspired to launch a Miss Tomobiki High pageant in which the ladies
of the school vie for dominance in beauty, intellect and combat skills! Who has the grace to destroy their
competition and win the pageant crown? -- VIZ Media
Inu Yasha - Rumiko Takahashi 2005
Follows the adventures of high school student Kagome and the feral half-demon dog-boy Inu-yasha as they
join forces to reclaim the "Jewel of Four Souls" to prevent evil mortals and demons from using its terrifying
powers.
Yashahime: Princess Half-Demon, Vol. 1 - Takashi Shiina 2022-06-21
Living in the present day isn’t easy for Sesshomaru’s daughter Towa. She can’t remember where she came
from, must conceal her mysterious powers, and is either worshipped or feared by girls she just wants to be
friends with. But she has no way of returning to her own time until one day...a demon attacks and she is
transported to feudal-era Japan. There Towa, her twin sister Setsuma, and her cousin Moroha—Inuyasha’s
daughter—have a mission bestowed upon them by the mystical Tree of Ages. With only vague memories of
their past to guide them, the three young women set out to find their parents, heal a rift in time, and fulfill
their royal destiny... -- VIZ Media
A Brief History of Comic Book Movies - Wheeler Winston Dixon 2017-01-05
A Brief History of Comic Book Movies traces the meteoric rise of the hybrid art form of the comic book film.
These films trace their origins back to the early 1940s, when the first Batman and Superman serials were
made. The serials, and later television shows in the 1950s and 60s, were for the most part designed for
children. But today, with the continuing rise of Comic-Con, they seem to be more a part of the mainstream
than ever, appealing to adults as well as younger fans. This book examines comic book movies from the past
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and present, exploring how these films shaped American culture from the post-World War II era to the
present day, and how they adapted to the changing tastes and mores of succeeding generations.
The Monster Hunter in Modern Popular Culture - Heather L. Duda 2014-01-10
As monsters in popular media have evolved and grown more complex, so have those who take on the job of
stalking and staking them. This book examines the evolution of the contemporary monster hunter from
Bram Stoker’s Abraham Van Helsing to today’s non-traditional monster hunters such as Blade, Buffy the
Vampire Slayer, and Watchmen. Critically surveying a diverse range of books, films, television shows, and
graphic novels, this study reveals how the monster hunter began as a white, upper-class, educated male
and became everything from a vampire to a teenage girl with supernatural powers. Now often resembling
the monsters they’ve vowed to conquer, modern characters occupy a gray area where the battle is often
with their own inner natures as much as with the “evil” they fight.
Inuyasha - Rumiko Takahashi 2008-04-08
A fierce battle rages in the borderland lying between the world of the living and the afterlife. A mysterious
force is attacking Inuyasha and preventing him from obtaining the last Shikon shard. This force claims to be
acting on behalf of the will of the shard! Inuyasha also faces the dreaded Naraku, who will stop at nothing
to obtain the shard. When all hope seems lost, Inuyasha receives help from a surprising force--his halfbrother!
Inuyasha Ani-Manga, Vol. 5 - Rumiko Takahashi 2004-09-07
A teenage girl travels back in time to medieval Japan to help the half demon dog, half man Inu Yasha find
an orb of great power.
Maison Ikkoku Collector's Edition, Vol. 1 - Rumiko Takahashi 2020-06-16
Acclaimed author Rumiko Takahashi’s classic romantic comedy about finding your path in life. Yusaku
Godai didn’t get accepted into college on the first try, so he’s studying to retake the entrance exams. But
living in a dilapidated building full of eccentric and noisy tenants is making it hard for him to achieve his
goals. Now that a beautiful woman has moved in to become the new resident manager, Godai is driven to
distraction!
Yona of the Dawn, Vol. 22 - Mizuho Kusanagi 2020-02-04
The mission to rescue Yona and Riri from Sei leads to reunions and revelations! Who is Riri’s secret crush?
And has Yona come to realize her feelings for Hak? Later, masked visitors from the nation of Xing beckon
Yona and the Dragon Warriors to meet their leader! -- VIZ Media
Animal Comics - 2017-12-14
Animal characters abound in graphic narratives ranging from Krazy Kat and Maus to WE3 and Terra
Formars. Exploring these and other multispecies storyworlds presented in words and images, Animal
Comics draws together work in comics studies, narrative theory, and cross-disciplinary research on animal
environments and human-animal relationships to shed new light on comics and graphic novels in which
animal agents play a significant role. At the same time, the volume's international team of contributors
show how the distinctive structures and affordances of graphic narratives foreground key questions about
trans-species entanglements in a more-than-human world. The writers/artists covered in the book include:
Nick Abadzis, Adolpho Avril, Jeffrey Brown, Sue Coe, Matt Dembicki, Olivier Deprez, J. J. Grandville, George
Herriman, Adam Hines, William Hogarth, Grant Morrison, Osamu Tezuka, Frank Quitely, Yu Sasuga,
Charles M. Schultz, Art Spiegelman, Fiona Staples, Ken'ichi Tachibana, Brian K. Vaughan, and others.
School Library Journal - 2008
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